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RECONCILING MINERAL RESERVES AT THE WELL-TO-WELL IN SITU COPPER 

LEACHING OPERATION AT SAN MANUEL MINE 
 

ABSTRACT 

 

In situ Copper Leaching is a viable, economic, and environmentally friendly mining extraction 

methodology.  Limited data is available from previous or existing operations utilizing this technique while 

a number of advanced stage projects are planning to use it.  The goal of this document is to add to the body 

of knowledge of this methodology primarily by relating some of the empirical data over a period of 14 

years from 1986 to 1999 that the San Manuel mine site produced and what it may mean for mineral 

reserves for future operations.  The author was personally involved in the operation from 1995 to 1999 

with the responsibility of mineral reserves declaration and layout of wells. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

In situ copper leaching at the San Manuel Mine was initiated in 1986.  At that time it was 

recognized that some of the copper oxide resource was not going to be recoverable by open pit/heap leach 

method due to the high stripping ratio that would be required and because of the proximity to old 

underground workings.  While this extraction technique was becoming popular in the uranium industry it 

was virtually unknown in the copper industry at a large scale. 

 

From 1986 to 1989 the operation went through considerable technical development of design, 

development and implementation of in situ well construction methods, formulation of suitable well pattern 

arrays and the development of extensive hydrogeological and geochemical knowledge of the mineral 

deposit (Wiley, Ramey & Rex, 1994).  Limited surface access was available due to the open pit operation 

being in progress; therefore in situ had to work in whatever areas were available to it.  Initially, this 

resulted in injection wells being created to build up solution in the dewatered area within the envelope of 

the open pit operation.  Pregnant Leach Solution (PLS) was then collected via gravity flow from the 

abandoned portion of the block cave underground mine. 

 

In 1989 the first well-to-well pattern was drilled to test the feasibility of extracting the PLS from 

surface.  This occurred in some of the upper benches of the open pit operation that were able to operate for 

up to a year before open pit stripping had to remove some of these wells.  However, leading up to 1994 an 

increasing number of benches became available for use to expand the in situ leaching operation which had 

then become a combination of well-to-well recovery from surface and collection from the underground 

workings. 

 

In January 1995 the open pit operation hauled their last load to the heap leach pad.  This prompted 

the rapid expansion of the in situ operation which focused primarily on increasing the well-to-well 

extraction method.  Over the next four years over 1,000 wells were put into operation.  There was 

continued extraction from the underground workings as some solution would migrate downwards, however 

over 2/3 of the copper being produced was being extracted from pump wells on the surface.   

 

The final development phase was the west side expansion which for the first time put wells on the 

west side of the deposit.  This area was expected to recover about 50% of the copper via collection from 

the underground workings and 50% from well-to-well pumping.  This expansion began in late 1998 and 

was the first time that well spacing was increased from 40 feet to 50 feet.  Although the in situ operation 
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was producing close to 40 million pounds of copper annually and had an operating cost of only $0.40 per 

pound it was closed in July 1999 along with the rest of the San Manuel Mine operations (which included 

an underground block caving operation for the copper sulfides) due to low copper prices.  The in situ 

operation could likely have continued profitably as a stand-alone operation due to its low operating cost. 

 

STUDY 

 

This reconciliation of mineral reserves measures the expected copper recovery with the actual 

amount recovered.  In both measurements there is a level of accuracy associated with it.  This study will 

discuss some of the basic parameters of what went into the calculation of mineral reserves at the San 

Manuel in situ operation and what some of the production data began indicating how close those mineral 

reserves were to the amount of copper recovered. 

 

Deposit Geology and Geotechnical 

 

A number of papers have been written regarding the San Manuel Ore Deposit so this paper will 

not go into detail about the entire deposit.  In fact it has been cited in a few texts as one of the classic 

copper porphyry systems (Lowell & Guilbert, 1970; Guilbert & Park, 1986).  Classic copper porphyry 

systems have a few key characteristics that make it a viable candidate for in situ leaching.  Some of these 

characteristics include; closely spaced fractures and copper mineralization occurring on the fracture 

surfaces.  However, leaching of copper is typically done for copper oxide minerals, which occurs in the 

supergene enriched zone of the copper porphyry deposit if it has in fact gone through that process.  The in 

situ leaching operation at San Manuel focused on that supergene enriched zone. 

 

The host rocks at San Manuel are a Precambrian quartz monzonite and a younger granodiorite 

porphyry.  Both rock types are fractured and faulted by Basin and Range tectonics, weathered and altered 

by supergene leaching and mineralized by supergene precipitation.  The supergene mineralogy is primarily 

composed of chrysocolla as fracture fillings and as a coating with clays on altered feldspars.  This 

mineralogic suite is readily leachable (Wiley, Ramey & Rex, 1994). 

 

Since the amount of fracturing will impact the ability of fluids to migrate through the rock mass 

and leach the copper it is important for any successful in situ leaching operation to have a well fractured 

rock mass.  Diamond drill core logging within the supergene zone of San Manuel had RQD averaging 

below 10%.  In fact, intact core was the exception rather than the rule at San Manuel.  In many core holes it 

was common to find only a few pieces of core greater than 4” (10 cm) in length. 

 

Measurement of the longest piece of core is another measure that indicates the amount of 

fracturing and therefore the potential for fluid flow through the rock mass.  In over 10,000 logged core 

intervals during the open pit study at San Manuel it was found that 95% of the intact core was less than 12” 

in length.  This is from the entire drilling campaign which includes intervals of waste.  A good example of 

typical core quality can be seen in Table 1 below.  Drill Hole A-17 encountered approximately 400 feet of 

oxide ore with similar characteristics, however only 100 feet of that interval are presented here as an 

example. 

 

Another measurement that relates to the amount of fracturing present is the average size of the 

core fragments.  As can be seen from Table 1, the typical average size of fragments is less than 1 inch in 

length. 

 

Table 1. Select Data from Drill Hole A-17 

From (ft) To (ft) Avg Size (in) Max Size (in) RQD 

400 405 0.50 6.50 0 

405 409 0.50 4.00 0 

409 414 0.50 3.00 0 

414 419 0.50 3.50 0 
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419 424 0.50 4.00 0 

424 429 0.80 5.00 8 

429 434 1.00 5.00 0 

434 438 0.50 3.50 0 

438 442 0.50 3.50 0 

442 446.5 0.50 3.50 0 

446.5 451.5 0.20 3.00 0 

451.5 456.5 0.50 2.50 0 

456.5 461.5 0.50 2.50 0 

461.5 466.5 0.20 3.00 0 

466.5 469 0.20 2.00 0 

469 474 0.30 3.75 0 

474 477 0.40 2.25 0 

477 482 0.50 10.00 12 

482 487 1.00 9.00 8 

487 492 1.00 4.75 0 

492 497 2.00 4.00 0 

497 500 2.00 5.00 0 

 

While copper porphyry’s tend to be composed of highly fractured rock, at San Manuel this was 

further enhanced by the effects of the underground block cave mining method beneath and adjacent to the 

open pit where the in situ leaching operation was present.  There were three major impacts of this block 

caving.  First, additional fault surfaces were created with displacements on the order of feet to tens of feet.  

Second, existing faults that already had brecciated zones up to a couple of feet in thickness had further 

displacement along them.  Third, the rock mass near the underground operation was turned into what was 

termed “cave breccia” which was used to describe what looked like an unconsolidated breccia material.  

This block caving effect on the overlying rock mass where the in situ operation was operating likely made 

it unique to most other former, existing or potential operations planning on using this extraction technique.  

For those reasons, the remaining discussion must be considered along with these facts. 

 

Mineral Reserves 

 

A complete description of mineral reserves would include numerous factors including but not 

limited to: assay methodology, block modeling methods, recovery rates, economic evaluation, etc. to be NI 

43-101 compliant.  However, during the last mineral reserves declaration at San Manuel (1999) there was 

no NI 43-101 standard although it did fall within the AUSIMM reporting guidelines at the time.  Despite 

this San Manuel did have a comprehensive “ore reserves report” that included most of the NI 43-101 

requirements used today.  

 

In the 1990’s San Manuel was increasingly extracting copper via the in situ method.  With plans 

to go full scale at the closure of the open pit in 1995 it became necessary to have a better understanding of 

what the potential copper recovery would be using the in situ method.  This prompted testing of wellfields 

in 1993 through to 1994 to determine, with some amount of accuracy, the amount of copper that would be 

recovered.  In the published paper “In-Situ Resource Recovery Testing at San Manuel” (Ramey, Wiley & 

Rex, 1993) and continued in the internal “San Manuel Operations Oxide Ore Reserves Report” (BHP, 

1999) it was determined that the fluid would reach 70% (sometimes referred to as sweep factor or sweep 

efficiency) of the leachable copper minerals and that 75% of the leachable copper minerals would be 

recovered.  This gives an expected overall recovery of 70% * 75% = 52% of the Acid Soluble Copper 

(ASCu) grade of the supergene zone which was composed primarily of chrysocolla and copper clay 

minerals.  From 1995 to 1999 the reserves of the in situ leaching operation were based on this recovery 

formula. 
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Fluid Saturation 

 

The operating conditions of an in situ leaching operation will affect the amount of saturation and 

the likely sweep efficiency to be used in determining recovery.  Heap leaching which is the mainstay of 

copper oxide extraction operates only in a partially saturated condition (Kumar, Fergus 2012). In situ 

leaching may need to operate in either saturated or unsaturated conditions depending on the local 

conditions.  San Manuel operated within the dewatered area of the open pit and underground workings.  

Early attempts at utilizing in situ at San Manuel produced little solution being returned while it was being 

injected into the ground.  It would be expected then that for a period of time the solution was building up in 

the rock mass producing a somewhat saturated condition before fluid would start to be available for 

collection.  As San Manuel progressed it built up a nearly saturated zone that was under leach.  Newly 

created wells adjacent to the existing wellfields would encounter some level of saturation indicating that 

solution was migrating beyond the active wellfield.  However, there were difficulties in maintaining fluid 

levels near surface.  While the ore body was exposed at surface in some parts of the open pit it was not 

feasible to maintain fluid levels all the way to surface nor even close to surface due to seepage occurring 

out of the pit walls which would lead to slope failure.  Therefore, near surface conditions were not 

saturated.  Also, the lack of automated injection wells caused fluid levels to rise and fall daily further 

leading to unsaturated conditions near surface. 

 

Figure 1 shows the result of a CSAMT survey taken within the San Manuel open pit (Zonge & 

BHP, 2000).  The survey method was used periodically to track the fluid saturation of the wellfields.  The 

topography shows the open pit outline.  The 20 Ohm contour was believed to be the limit of fluid 

saturation.  The survey indicates that a substantial portion of the wellfield was in saturated conditions.  

However, there were a few areas that were only partially saturated and these were; near the open pit 

surface, upper pit benches and the base of the pit slope.  Note that the extended saturation zone from the 

base of the pit to the 1200 foot level is the location of much of the solution migrating to the old 

underground workings.  Overall, the San Manuel in situ operation was operating within a dewatered 

portion of the open pit, however part of the wellfield operated under saturated conditions while other parts 

were poorly saturated. 
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Figure 1. CSAMT Survey 

 
 

Well Spacing 

 

Determining optimum well spacing is a complex endeavor that will be deposit specific and can 

lead to differences in recovery rates.  Factors like: capital costs, fluid flow, fracture intensity, grades and 

copper recovery must be considered when trying to determine what is “optimum”.  San Manuel attempted 

to maintain as close as possible to a 40 foot corner to corner well spacing during the 1990’s.  Open pit 

benches at San Manuel were typically 60 feet in height and were approximately 65 feet toe to crest 

although some variability did occur.  The availability of pit benches and the necessity to maintain distance 

from the toe and crest typically resulted in a double of row of wells on each bench that had the rows spaced 

approximately 20-40 feet apart.  The distance to the nearest row on the next bench would then be 

approximately 40-60 feet.  It was through trial and error that this spacing was determined early in the 

operation.  In the last year of operation the spacing was expanded to 50 feet to reduce capital costs and 
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because the particular zone that was being developed was expected to have a large underground collection 

component.  Underground collection normally had much higher grades due to the longer flow paths 

through the rock mass (up to several hundred feet).  For that reason it was expected that there would be 

little negative effect on production rates by the expansion of the well spacing while reducing the capital 

cost significantly.  Given the pit bench limitations and complex faulting that will be discussed later it was 

necessary to keep well spacing at or below 50 feet at San Manuel.  Current projects are proposing 71 feet 

corner to corner well spacing.  The greater spacing being proposed for current projects may be 

operationally functional in their less complex environments and with substantially less capital costs 

required may be more economic while still maintaining high sweep efficiency. 

 

Channeling Effects 

 

One of the concerns regarding in situ leaching is the possibility of fluid becoming channelized and 

either not reaching or poorly reaching all of the available fracture surfaces.  This is a problem also seen in 

heap leach pads so the occurrence of the effect is well known.  It is difficult to determine the scale of the 

effect of channeling except by supposition of copper recovered unless the leached rock mass can be 

examined.  Fortunately, in the case of San Manuel there were a handful of diamond drill holes cored in the 

leached rock mass that could be analyzed. 

 

Diamond drill hole SMO9607 (drilled on May 6, 1996 in Zone 6 on bench 2460) shows a good 

representation of the effects of leaching after the area had been under leach for approximately 3 years and 

it is possible that leach solution had been in the area or adjacent area for several years prior (two or three 

other core holes exhibit similar behavior).  It is estimated that by the time of this drilling, the in situ 

leaching operation had recovered approximately 35% of the acid soluble copper. However it should be 

noted that underground collection was allocated to zones manually based on operational experience and it 

was not known precisely which bench and zone it came from.  

 

Figure 2. Drill Hole SMO9607 Grade Ratio 

 
 

Figure 2 shows the ratio of ASCu/TCu grades which gives a good visual representation on a 

macro scale of the effects of leaching on the rock mass.  It should be noted that the orebody is a copper 

porphyry and so has some level of homogeneity in regards to rock type and copper grade, the chart is only 
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showing the effects within the supergene zone which consists primarily of chrysocolla with some copper 

clays.  No sulfide mineralization was observed in this interval.  Typical ASCu/TCu ratio of unleached 

materials is 75-80% in the deposit.  From this we can infer that leaching has taken place wherever the ratio 

falls significantly below 70% if it is within the supergene zone.  Additionally, the core logging information 

also corroborates the chart as the leached areas are described as showing the effects of leaching while the 

unleached areas do not show the effects.  Some specific measurements and comments from two sections of 

drilling are as follows: 

 

From 285 to 460 feet is an interval showing strong leaching effects.  Average grade is 0.45% TCu 

and 0.13% ASCu with translates to a 32.2% ASCu/TCu ratio.  For the entire interval the rock type is 

monzonite porphyry.  Common core descriptions include strong leaching effects and moderate quantities of 

gypsum.  This interval has fairly typical copper porphyry characteristics and does not contain any 

significant fault material. 

 

From 460 to 565 feet is an interval showing only limited leaching effects.  Average grade is 

0.589% TCu and 0.35% ASCu which translates to a 67.6% ASCu/TCu ratio.  For the entire interval the 

rocky type is monzonite porphyry.  Common core descriptions include little to no leaching effects and little 

to no gypsum present. One of the bigger differences with the previous interval that this one is remarked 

several times as containing gouge and breccia.  This was a common term used at San Manuel when the 

rock mass had been considerably rubblized from the effects of faulting and block caving.  The high fine 

grained content of the rock may have been a barrier to fluid flow and caused some of the channeling in the 

operation. 

 

If Figure 2 is indicating that leaching is occurring only in select areas when leach solution has 

been flowing through the rock mass for years then why is channeling occurring?  While this paper will not 

try to determine the exact cause with any degree of certainty a couple of things can be commented on.  It 

was clear that the entire rock mass was not saturated according to the CSAMT survey.  There existed 

numerous fault surfaces in the orebody that could have both been conduits for fluid flow and also barriers 

as they were commonly up to a few feet thick and composed of brecciated material with clay.  The “Zones” 

that the wellfields were developed within were based on attempts to operate those wellfields within the 

boundaries of some of those faults.  As was mentioned in the core interval from 460 to 565 feet there was a 

considerable amount of fine grained material present which could have inhibited fluid flow.  It is also 

possible that activating pump wells to early would not give enough time for the injection wells to saturate 

the rock mass.  Once preferred flow paths are established it may be difficult to correct the situation. 

 

Figure 3 shows the ASCu grades for the same drill hole to give perspective on the original grades 

and what they were reduced to after leaching.  Original grades were on the order of 0.50% – 0.80% ASCu 

based on the grades of the unleached rock and the expectation that the original grades would have been 

similar in the leached areas.  Areas of strong leaching have left the ASCu grades not at 0% but typically 

decreased to about 0.03%. 
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Figure 3. Drill Hole SMO9607 Acid Soluble Copper Grades 

 
 

Figure 4. Drill Hole SMO9607 Total Copper Grades 

 
 

It is important to look at what the copper recovery is in areas that have been well leached.  For a 

good example of this let us review the core in the interval from 360 to 370 feet.  Samples and assays were 

taken in 5 foot increments; therefore it represents two separate assays which essentially produced the same 

results.  In both intervals there was the presence of gypsum, they were highly fractured almost to the 

consistency of gravel, they were composed of the monzonite porphyry which hosted the mineralization, 

and strong leaching effects were seen. The total copper grade from assay was 0.168% and the acid soluble 
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copper grade from assay was 0.035%.  It should be noted that this interval was entirely within the 

supergene enriched zone and no copper sulfides were present.  This zone showed extensive leaching and 

may have had leach solution flowing through it for three years or more.  However, the acid soluble copper 

grade was not 0% and the results from this hole and numerous other holes did not show any 0% acid 

soluble copper grades.  If we accept that the acid soluble copper grade of 0.035% is close to the ultimate 

that can be leached in situ and when we compare it to typical starting grades in the orebody of 0.40% and 

higher then this indicates that it is possible to recover 90% of the acid soluble copper if the leach solution 

can reach the rock mass in that area.  This is only on a small scale however, as this amount of leaching was 

not found over larger core intervals in the handful of core holes that were drilled in the deposit post 

leaching. 

 

Effects of Gypsum Precipitation (Selenite Crystals) 

 

The presence of gypsum in the form of selenite crystals was prevalent in rock chip samples from 

well drilling.  Since well drilling was normally done immediately adjacent to existing wellfields there was 

commonly leach solution present in the areas being developed for new wells.  Also, during the 1997 core 

drilling campaign several holes were drilled in the active leach areas.  This core would have the presence 

of selenite crystals and as the core dried overnight it would sometimes be coated with selenite crystals on 

the surface of the core the next day.  

 

 It was not clear what the exact effect of selenite was having on production from the in situ 

operation.  Were the crystals present and if so were they the same size while they were still in place?  Or 

did crystal growth occur after rock chips and core were removed from the ground?  It seemed that there 

was some of each instance.  Rock chips from well drilling would show the presence of selenite crystals as 

soon as they were recovered.  Since only a few minutes of time had passed there was not enough time for 

significant crystal growth.  In the case of core drilling there were additional crystals grown overnight when 

exposed to the air. 

 

Furthermore, as leaching is occurring, material is being dissolved and removed from the rock 

mass.  This is opening up pathways for solution to travel.  Gypsum may have partially filled the new open 

spaces.  However, it was also witnessed that many wellfields showed decreasing flow rates.  This may have 

been caused by gypsum plugging up the rock mass, although no scientific study was done on this issue.  

There were a number of other factors that may have caused decreased flow rates such as ground subsidence 

shearing wells off, pit bench failures, seepage from pit walls, etc.  Still, the presence of gypsum witnessed 

from drilling and the geochemical modeling done on the Florence project showing that the saturation 

concentration of gypsum was reached in most leach tests. (Sinclair, 2015, p10)  It would seem that this 

may be an issue that any future in situ leaching operation must consider.  It may have a significant impact 

on the sweep efficiency used in reserve calculations. 
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Other Factors 

 

There are a number of other factors that should and normally are considered in reconciliation.  

The factors that had perhaps the largest potential effect at San Manuel on reconciliation were: acid soluble 

copper assaying, attributing production to the correct wellfields, and block modeling methodology.  

Numerous other factors can play a part; however, these are probably the most important factors in 

attempting to determine the accuracy of the reserves, the production, and the reconciliation at the San 

Manuel in situ operation. 

 

The acid soluble copper assays used at the time would not meet today’s standard of measurements.  

Most if not all assays came from the internal San Manuel laboratory.  Few assays were sent to external labs 

for comparison, few check samples or duplicate samples were assayed to perform checks.  In fact, during 

an internal 1997 core drilling campaign the implementation of check samples, duplicate samples and third 

party lab assays were undertaken and it was found that there was some bias in the San Manuel lab assays.  

Furthermore during the Gunnison Project prefeasibility study (M3 Engineering, 2014, pp 78, 89) they 

noted that the San Manuel laboratory was a non-independent lab and that reassaying done in 2014 was not 

able to repeat the original results and therefore the results were not used in their study.  In the Florence 

Project prefeasibility study (M3 Engineering, 2013, pp 110) a detailed explanation can be found of the 

“San Manuel” method for acid soluble copper assays.  During the 1990’s there were several variations of 

acid soluble copper assaying methods in practice in Arizona.  While all similar, they did have their own 

idiosyncrasies.  While the quality of assaying comes into question now, it should be noted that the San 

Manuel laboratory produced internal assays for the mine site and that recoveries from the heap leach pad 

were consistent with expectations (85-87% of ASCu). 

 

Attributing copper production to the correct block model areas was complicated.  Any 

reconciliation effort has the issue of trying to compare what was produced to where it came from.  Just as 

an open stope mining operation will be in production from multiple zones at the same time with differing 

geology and grades, so too does in situ leaching have the challenge of determining correct location that 

copper production is produced from.  At San Manuel there were a couple of factors to consider.  First, a 

portion of the copper production came from collecting PLS from the old underground workings.  Since the 

distances were several hundred feet from the bottom of the wells to the workings, partially saturated 

conditions were encountered, and fluid migration could be controlled by unknown fault surfaces therefore 

it was never know precisely where production was coming from.  Operationally, increases in flow rate 

when new zones were put online would be an indication of the source but not with a high degree of 

accuracy.  The second issue was that there was a gradient.  The orebody was not flat lying but instead it 

was inclined and solution migrated towards the bottom of the pit.  From this it was expected that solution 

being pumped was probably originating from the adjacent injection wells and in part from the injection 

wells in the bench above.  The amount of solution coming from each location could not be determined 

exactly.   

 

The 3-D block model of the resource had a number of challenges beyond typical block models.  In 

1995 the first resource block model was created specifically for the in situ operation.  Prior to that period it 

had been designed for the open pit operation.   An immediate challenge in creating the block model was 

that leaching had been taking place already and trying to create a 3-D block model of the current conditions 

was not directly possible.  Therefore, the block model relied on the drilling data that occurred prior to any 

in situ leaching in the area, or where possible it included more recent drilling data if it had not been 

affected by the in situ leaching.  However, ground subsidence had occurred since the original drilling 

campaigns had been performed which had caused the ground level to drop.  Therefore, drill hole collars 

had to be manually adjusted to reflect the new ground level.  Ground subsidence did not occur entirely 

vertical; therefore the drill hole set was less than ideal. 
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Copper Production from Zone 6 

 

Zone 6 (1 of the 16 named zones at San Manuel) is the best one to compare production history 

with the reserves for reconciliation because it was in production for the longest period of time and was near 

its economic limits at the time of mine closure.  Keeping in mind that it was difficult to attribute production 

to exact wellfields, when looking at an entire zone it does give a good indication overall what the total 

recovery is going to be.  Overall this zone was below the average grade for the deposit so may not be 

representative of recoveries everywhere in the deposit.  In fact, recovery may be tied to starting grade for 

this type of operation with higher starting grades resulting in higher recovery rates.  However, it has not 

been studied in sufficient detail to be confident of that effect.  Wellfields were measured by which zone 

they were in and what open pit bench they were located on.  Table 2 shows the list of benches in Zone 6 

with the starting ASCu grade from the block model, the ASCu lbs, the copper production attributed to that 

bench, and the calculated recovery of the acid soluble copper grade.  Note that this zone was still in 

production and would likely have approached 50% recovery by the time economic limits were reached.  

 

Table 2. Zone 6 Production Data 

Bench ASCu ASCu Lbs Production Recovery 

2340 0.423% 33,470,673 15,700,000 46.9% 

2400 0.469% 27,079,680 11,500,000 42.5% 

2460 0.480% 25,646,408 9,000,000 35.1% 

2520 0.479% 32,144,956 14,300,000 44.5% 

2580 0.398% 24,689,967 10,500,000 42.5% 

2640 0.375% 24,458,727 12,500,000 51.1% 

2700 0.341% 41,650,627 17,150,000 41.2% 

2760 0.347% 20,917,167 8,300,000 39.7% 

2820 0.342% 16,404,016 5,400,000 32.9% 

2880 0.336% 5,596,032 950,000 17.0% 

2940 0.312% 1,258,864 365,000 29.0% 

Total 0.406% 253,317,118 105,665,000 41.7% 
 

 

Reconciliation 

 

Reconciling the copper recovered from an in situ leach operation is complex.  Even with good 

operational data it is difficult to determine exactly where the starting location of the copper is being 

dissolved.  Looking at a larger scale is a better approach since solutions can migrate along unknown paths 

and dissolved copper can come from anywhere along that flow path.  Since there have been few in situ 

copper leaching operations in the world and even fewer that have employed the well-to-well recovery 

method there is insufficient information available in the literature regarding what kind of recovery is 

expected.  Most research has relied on laboratory testing to infer what recovery rate might occur.  San 

Manuel was one of the largest scale well-to-well in situ copper leaching operations in the world and even 

so it only partially leached the orebody and only came close to mining to economic limits in a limited area.  

This is Zone 6 which had the longest operational history of any zones brought online at the operation.  The 

operational data such as it was showed that approximately 42% of the acid soluble copper had been 

recovered and perhaps it would reach 50% by the end of its life if it had been allowed to continue.  Zone 6 

had a bit lower than the average grade though so it may not reflect the recovery rate of the entire operation.  

As far as reconciling, the reserves were based on 52% recovery of the acid soluble copper and production 

came close to supporting that figure.  Therefore, on a macro scale it seems that production was going to 

match the expected recovery.  However, the two main components that were used to determine the 
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expected 52% recovery rate were a sweep factor of 70% and an acid soluble copper recovery of 75%.  The 

post leaching core hole data suggests that the acid soluble copper recovery was closer to 90% based on 

short core intervals.  This then results in a calculated sweep factor of closer to 55% at least for the one zone 

that had long term operational data. 

 

A second way of looking at reconciliation would be to drill core holes before and after leaching in 

the same location.  This would seem impractical for the entire deposit since it would require twice the 

number of holes to be drilled.  However, at San Manuel there was one instance of a second hole being 

collared in the leach area that was 60 feet away from an original hole that was collared prior to leaching. 

 

These two holes were ARM158 and SMO9607.  The distance apart makes them a less than perfect 

example, however being a copper porphyry deposit the grades did not tend to change that much in such a 

distance.  For comparison, the typical range value found in geostatistics was 250 feet.  Still, this is an even 

less accurate method than looking at the well production method with all of its issues.  Nevertheless, since 

little data exists regarding reconciliation of reserves at a well-to-well in situ leach operation it is worth 

mentioning it. 

 

 ARM158 had an average grade of 0.53% ASCu from 0 to 700 feet.  SMO9607 had an average 

grade of 0.31% ASCu from 0 to 700 feet.  Overall this is a reduction grade of 42%.  This was after 

approximately 3 years of leaching.  This area continued to be leached for a further 3 years after hole 

SMO9607 was drilled although at a much lower production rate.  Production data suggested that 

approximately 35% of the copper had been removed by the time of drilling the second hole and that a 

further 7% was recovered after the hole was drilled.  While not very scientific it does indicate that recovery 

would be expected to be in the 50% range of the acid soluble copper at the San Manuel Mine. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

While the reconciliation indicated that San Manuel was to recover approximately 50% of the acid 

soluble copper from one of its zones that does not mean that other operations will experience the same 

results.  Higher grade zones at San Manuel may have resulted in higher recovery rates.  Other deposits may 

not have the amount of faulting that existed at San Manuel.  Certainly few other deposits will have the 

effects of ground subsidence from block caving operations to deal with.  Channeling appeared to be a fairly 

big issue at San Manuel from the limited data available.  This may not be as big of a problem at other 

operations if they are working in saturated conditions or they refrain from pumping until injection wells 

have saturated the rock mass.   

 

San Manuel expected a sweep efficiency of 70% in the reserve calculation.  The challenges 

regarding maintaining fluid saturation and the apparent channeling effects meant that 70% was probably an 

over-estimate and the reality in at least one of the main zones in operation may have been achieving only 

55%.  It is quite possible that other operations will achieve sweep efficiencies in the 90+% range if they do 

not encounter some of the complications that occurred at San Manuel.   

 

The recoverable acid soluble copper was estimated at 75% for the mineral reserves at San Manuel.  

However, it was seen that 90% was achievable on small scales (10 foot length of core).  It seems that the 

main reason that 90% did not seem to be recoverable on a larger scale was really due to the fluid flow not 

being able to reach all of the fracture surfaces where copper mineralization occurred.  But this issue is 

really part of sweep efficiency not leachability.  So the fact that 90% could be leachable on a small scale 

should indicate that it can be applied to the larger scale. 

 

If mineral reserves were to be reported today at San Manuel it would probably be more accurate to 

use a sweep factor of 55% and a leachability factor of 90% to produce an overall recovery of 50% of the 

acid soluble copper grade.  This is likely good news for future projects planning on using this extraction 

method.  Most future projects will likely have much higher sweep factors since they will not encounter the 

extent of issues that San Manuel faced with faulting and the effects of block caving.   
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Reconciliation will continue to be challenging for future in situ leaching operations.  There are a 

number of things that should be done at future operations to better determine the location that the copper is 

being recovered from.  First, real-time flow rates should be determined from each recovery well and 

injection well.  Second, copper grades in the injected leach solution and PLS grades from each recovery 

well needs to be measured daily at a minimum with an automated system.  Third, hydrogeological models 

need to estimate the fluid flow paths and the volume of fluid moving from each injection well to each 

recovery well.  With these three types of measurements a more accurate representation can be made of the 

source of the copper being collected.  It is expected that good sampling and assaying techniques and good 

3-D block modeling practices are in place as well. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

In situ leaching operations are not yet common in the copper industry.  However, the positive 

financial results experienced at San Manuel coupled with the expected start-up of two advanced stage 

projects in Arizona may be the beginning of this environmentally friendly, low capital cost and feasible 

extraction methodology.  In situ can be used as a stand-alone operation where appropriate mineralogy and 

geotechnics are amenable or it can be used at existing operations to recover copper from areas that would 

otherwise be deemed uneconomic by conventional mining methods.  While San Manuel was on target to 

leach approximately 50% of the acid soluble copper it is quite possible that other operations will achieve 

recovery rates over 80% of the acid soluble copper and will then be similar to the typical recoveries seen at 

heap leach operations, however it has far less capital costs since there is no requirement to move any 

material and therefore fewer pieces of equipment to purchase and maintain.  An additional benefit of the in 

situ method is that production rates are front loaded.  That is, copper production is highest when wells are 

first put on line.  This means cash flow is positively impacted by this method of extraction. 
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